
Rubber Stamp Democracy

Repeatedly, endlessly and aggressively: 
You published your reform-equals-caring concept so often; you promoted it so carefully – 

that should the “right” school board member be elected (a theoretically good member willing to 
vote for any aspect of any proffered reform); well, should a good member be elected, and then, 
unthinkably, have second thoughts?  

Should a newly seated associate stop to think twice about the overwhelming expenditure 
of desperately needed finances, or experience any personal guilt at hearing, year upon year, at 
school board meeting after school board meeting, from educators, students, community members 
and parents about the devastations created through a forever realigning succession of rubber-
stamped invasions? 

Well, holding tightly to your media-bought message of an exceptional compassion, you 
made sure that the right school board member grasped a very important fact: Any elected 
member who took it upon himself or herself to actively resist your latest dictates, no matter how 
invasive, no matter how expensive, no matter, even, how illogical: 

Well, that member?
Would soon come face-to-face with an exhaustively financed criticism.  
The very best members (those most staunchly and irrevocably on board) understood.  

Any affiliate who presumed a right to function democratically; any member who not only 
listened to, but acted upon, the impassioned pleas coming from reform-bashed students, parents, 
teachers and old-school administrators – oh, truly good school board members understood that 
any associate who made the cautious decision for holding back and not supporting any aspect of 
any aggressively-ordered reform:  

Well, wrong-headed members like these would soon find themselves openly accused, 
right out there in an innovator-friendly, reform-bought press, of single-handedly sabotaging the 
district’s kindhearted intentions.  

Publicly accused:
Of trying to block unprecedentedly benevolent district actions.  
Of sitting in shocking opposition to student-centered transformations.  
Of offering untenable support for that old-school ineffectual status quo. 
Of engendering public resistance through the use of self-interested emotional rhetoric.    
Of holding, in fact, such self-servingly egocentric intentions – that?

	
 She or he did not care about children. 
Go ahead; try to get re-elected on that.*
As invasive reform-year followed invasive reform-year, over time Big Money proponents 

managed to construct a highly publicized and loudly proclaimed social schism.  Board members 
and their constituents were either for any and all of the money which an unquestioned dedication 
to the short-lived but oh so remunerative reformations would bring, and thus cared deeply about 
children.

Or they weren’t.  
In modern days?  
Everything was so clear, so obvious. 
You either supported all aspects of reform?
Or you supported none.  



The vigorously publicized message made sure that for concerned citizens – oh, make no 
mistake about it, there could be no middle ground.  No place for discussion; no time, nor need, 
for a thoughtful or slow deliberation.  

And, absolutely?  
No place for compromise.
Trained correctly, good board members never, ever, said no.  Pausing; thinking; 

contemplating; prudently listening to, or making an effort to protect the interests of actual true-
life constituents; making cautious decisions; saying no?† 

Oh, in days immovably bent to the magic of Big Money, the slow-moving, multi-voiced 
reflective path was simply no longer an option.

And.  
Oh well, now; wasn’t it handy.  
Once you had recruited, spent massive political money upon, and ultimately bought the 

rubber-stamped loyalty of the larger percent of your school board – well, throwing dissenters a 
bone, you could continue to argue that decisions made for the continual instigation of short-lived 
transformations had been brought to fruition through the collaborative processes of a 
democratically seated school board vote.   

Although – the direction of that vote?  
Well, happily you always knew how that would come out.

*And how bizarre to watch as, in districts where constituents have become increasingly vocal about their 
unhappiness with test-score-based invasions, each election cycle yet manages to seat additional school board 
members adamantly calling out for yet more test-score-based reforms.

†An ever more popular solution for silencing the noisy resistance now coming so predictably from students, 
teachers, parents and community members: An increasing dependence upon “closed-door” (no-public-input-
allowed) school board meetings.


